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World Premier ‒ Pubdoku

Dear Reader
Welcome to this rather unusual issue of Last Orders! As we’re off the
air due to the unprecedented Covid-19 situation (no pub news and
no pubs to deliver to!), we thought we’d take a look back through
our archives and put together a collection of items from the early
days of the magazine. Electronic only, this charts the evolution of the
mag over the first ten years, issues 1 to 60. As the pub news is history
by now, and the accounts of various trips and crawls will probably
make us all feel worse rather than better, we’ve stuck to the more
unusual stuff and the funnier bits! That said, there’s a nearly complete
set of back issues on the website should you want to delve deeper.
The magazine kicked off in August 2005 (called No Name News for
the first issue) as a black-and-white publication, slowly evolving into
full-colour over the years, and has come out every two months
without fail - until now.

You saw it here first – Pubdoku! Is this the world’s first ever version of
Sudoku with pub names? Probably not, but we’re going to claim as much
until somebody proves otherwise.
In an obsequious attempt to ingratiate ourselves with our advertisers,
we’ve replaced those boring digits one to nine with our sponsoring pubs.
But don’t worry, it’s just as addictively tedious as the real thing!
The usual rules apply – each pub must appear just once in each row, once
in each column, and once in each 3x3 square
Stuck and need some clues? Go along to one of the featured pubs and
chat to one of the bar staff. They won’t be able to help, but you’ll soon
feel better with a nice pint in your mitt!
Rating: about 1½ pints

We hope to be back on pub counters soon ...
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PUB POETRY
Our male readers will be only too aware of the scribblings which can decorate the walls of the less salubrious pub toilets. But here’s a nice little offering from the splendid Bell Inn at East Langton in Leicestershire, home of
the Langton brewery before it moved to its present site down the road in
Thorpe Langton.
The wonderful love of a beautiful maid,
The love of a staunch true man,
The love of a baby unafraid,
Have existed since life began.
But the greatest love, the love of all loves,
Even greater than that of a mother,
Is the tender, passionate, infinite love,
Of one drunken bum for another.
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How to order a beer in …

It’s sad, if appropriate, that our first obituary in
Last Orders pays tribute to one of the true greats
of the beer world, Michael Jackson. And in case
you’re confused at this point, Jackson acknowledged that he would never be as famous as “that
Michael Jackson.”
Jackson has been acclaimed as “simply the best
beer writer we’ve ever known.” He wrote in newspapers and gastronomic magazines for over 30
years, but came to wider prominence in 1990 with
the Channel 4 series The Beer Hunter, later broadcast around the globe on the Discovery Channel. He died at home on 30th August, aged 65.
Although his death was due to a heart attack, Jackson had been suffering from
Parkinson’s disease for more than 10 years. The slurring and lack of coordination
from Parkinson’s caused him frustration towards the end of his life, leading people
to think him drunk or with a drink-related problem.
In his prolific journalism and book writing, Jackson’s great legacy was that of elevating beer to its deserved place, of an equal or superior to wine. In his authoritative
book the Beer Companion, he remarked “No one goes into a restaurant and requests
‘a plate of food, please’. People do not simply ask for ‘a glass of wine’, without
specifying, at the very least, whether they fancy red or white, dry or sweet, perhaps
sparkling or still … when their mood switches from the grape to the grain, these
same discerning folk often simply ask for ‘a beer’, or perhaps name a brand, without
thinking of its suitability for the mood or the moment … beer is by far the more
extensively consumed, but less adequately honoured. In a small way, I want to help
put right that injustice.”
Despite his profession, Jackson preached moderation. “You need to drink less but
taste more,” he repeatedly said. “Drink less but drink better.” He was to some extent responsible for providing a vocabulary for the diversity of flavours in beers.
Though a keen supporter and member, Jackson had nothing to do with the starting
of CAMRA. Though praising its role in promoting and saving British beer, he was
very keen that the traditional beers of other countries were not forgotten. He especially cherished Belgian beers, evident in his lavish tome Great Beers of Belgium. He is
also credited with playing a large part in the renaissance of the North American microbrewery movement. His first major book, The World Guide to Beer, noted around
40 US breweries producing “essentially boring beer.” The US now boasts nearly
1400 small craft breweries.
Michael Jackson changed the way we think about beer, and will be sadly missed.
Adam Randall

Fed up of the winter blues? Maybe it’s time to be thinking about your next holiday. But
having bought your ticket and packed your bags, what’s the next vital thing you need to
prepare? That’s right, you need to know how to get the beer in! So here is Last Orders’
don’t-leave-home-without-it guide to procuring a drink. We can’t guarantee you’ll end
up with real ale, but at least you’ll end up with a beer – even if the likelihood is that it
will be yellow and fizzy.
France: une bière s'il vous plait. Note there are some excellent beers in France, but it’s
probably going to be yellow, fizzy and bland.
Germany: a beer please. Don’t even embarrass yourself by trying it in German; the
average waitress will put your English to shame. It’s likely to be yellow, but probably
nice and hoppy.
Scandinavia: ditto. Be prepared to take out a small mortgage to pay for it.
Russia: peevo pazhalaster. If you’re in Moscow, be prepared to take out a large mortgage to pay for it.
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FAREWELL TO THE BEER HUNTER

Come on, who said it was going to be easy? You could always try pee-jhew
China:
if you’re not hot on reading Chinese characters. Don’t follow it up with the classic toast
of gan-bey (dry cup) unless you’re keen on a no-holds barred drinking contest.
Australia: Don’t bother. Have a nice glass of Chardonnay instead. If you insist, make
sure you know the local names for the measures. Depending upon where you are, ask for
a seven, schooner, middy, handle, pot, glass, small glass, butcher, bobby … I rest my
case.
America: a beer please. Looks easy, but you may struggle. If you are understood, and
the choice is the standard litany of Bud, Bud Lite, Miller, Miller Lite, Coors, Coors Lite
then leave the building immediately and seek out a nice little brewpub with decent beer.
Ireland: one/two/three ... The number of Guinness, Beamish or Murphy’s that you
want, as there’s precious little else. And shout up in advance, given the bizarre premise
that it tastes better if you have to wait bloody ages for it.
Kazakhstan: Stop kidding, nobody even knows where Kazakhstan is, let alone goes
there on holiday. It’s a dump for heaven sake!
Nuneaton & Bedworth CAMRA sub-branch area: See Kazakhstan (apologies to Ray
and Ray!)

Free Booze & the Defence of Gin

Remember little Johnny, broken hearted, who paid a
penny and only … Well that’s me – broken hearted,
that is. For by bitter experience I’ve learnt how not to
store beer. Here’s a cautionary tale for those of you
who enjoy the odd beer at home.

Gin! Cursed Fiend, with Fury fraught,
Makes human Race a Prey.
It enters by a deadly Draught
And steals our Life away.
So says Hogarth in the inscription at the
bottom of the “Gin Lane” engraving, the
familiar fiery depiction of the evils of the
demon drink. By contrast, “Beer Street” has
the rosy, patriotic:

My sorry story involves a case of the superb Etoile du
Nord (North Star) from the Thiriez brewery in France.
This golden-amber ale has a splendidly assertive hoppiness on top of a warming 5.5% alcohol. Bottleconditioned in weighty, champagne-style 750ml bottles, it’s an ideal beer for laying down – or maybe not.
For that’s where I went wrong. The bottles were laid down on their sides in a cool, dark
niche under the stairs. But I hadn’t counted on the fierce carbonation in this hand produced beer, which over time gently forced the beer past the crown cap! Left undisturbed,
the beer-damp caps developed a grotesquely floral fungal growth – not a pretty sight as
you can see from the picture.
Despite losing about 25% of the beer, it was still perfectly drinkable, and I’ll definitely
get some more Thiriez next time I visit. But from now on, I’m going to be an upstanding
member of the beer community.
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Long Itchington in pictures

Beer Tasting - Novice Hurdles
Beautiful Baby Disqualified

Legless Competition - Supreme Champion
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How not to do it

Beer, happy Produce of our Isle
Can sinewy Strength impart,
And wearied with Fatigue and Toil
Can cheer each manly Heart.
Now I’m all for promoting the virtues of
beer. But hold on a minute, isn’t this dissing
of gin a bit over the top? I reckon that
Hogarth hadn’t quite thought this through.
For example, ever tried to get a decent beer
on a plane? Gin-and-tonic is the answer!
(Though if you have ever succeeded in getting some decent airborne beer, please do let
us know!)
The same goes for your neighbour’s crappy
party. After you’ve drank the good stuff that
you bought yourself and carefully shepherded, what do you do? Your own hooch
will have induced that alcohol-fired conviction that continuing boozing is a truly great
idea, so yep, it’s back on the G&Ts.
Unfortunately, this is just one of life’s truisms: where free booze is concerned,
you can rarely rely on getting superb ale, but the G&T will usually pass muster.
So for my revised version:
Gin! Pass the bottle Round and Round,
When the Good stuff’s all been Down’d,
Not a patch on good Real Beer,
But keeps the Party going – Cheers!

The Noble Experiment

The Noble Experiment cont.

or a self proclaimed ‘land of “Prohibition is a great social
freedom’, the United States has
seen some bizarre restrictions on the and economic experiment freedoms of its citizens. Surely the noble in motive and far-reaching
most famous - or infamous - is the
Prohibition of alcohol, signed into in purpose”
law nearly ninety years ago, and
Herbert Hoover, 1928
considered important enough to
write it into the US constitution by the 18th Amendment.

stretch in Alcatraz if he’d paid taxes on it remain up for debate! Bill McCoy was a bootlegger renowned for selling high quality imported alcohol, the original “real McCoy.”

F

So who were the architects of Prohibition? There were many rabid reformers, mostly
pious religious factions, but the history books give chief zealot status to the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union. Founded in 1873, the WCTU in fact favoured total prohibition rather than temperance or moderation.
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The US Senate passed the 18th Amendment in December 1917, despite the veto of President Woodrow Wilson, and it was formally ratified in January 1919, having been approved by 36 states. So began nearly 14 years of ‘dry’ America, with any beverage of
greater than 0.5% alcohol considered illegal.
Thus in a single legislative step, the US Government criminalised both problem drinkers
and the ordinary citizen enjoying responsible, moderate drinking. Could something similar happen in current day Britain? Alcohol might become the new tobacco ...
Intended to transform US society into a water-drinking paradise, prohibition created a
whole new raft of problems without solving any of the old ones. Illegal alcohol outlets
(the ‘speakeasy’) flourished, on a flood of smuggled booze from Canada, Mexico and the
Caribbean. Organised crime spawned new empires, whilst police, courts and politicians
grew increasingly corrupt. Respect for the law dwindled. And whilst alcohol related
deaths declined in the first year of prohibition, there was a steady rise from 1920 onwards - in an ‘alcohol free’ nation.
1500 ‘Federal Prohibition Agents’ took pleasure in disposing of illegal booze. Spirit drinking surged because the
lower volumes were easier and more profitable to smuggle. Naturally enough, illicit home brewing and distilling
boomed. Californian grape growers produced home brew
kits which very carefully described what not to do, to
avoid the risk of producing wine in sixty days.
Some of the statistics associated with prohibition are staggering. Estimates of the number of speakeasies varied
between 200,000 and 500,000. Federal agents faced a losing battle against illegal stills,
with 96,000 seized in 1921 alone. Sacramental wine was exempt from prohibition, but
demand inexplicably increased by 800,000 gallons over the first two years of prohibition.
Notorious bootlegger Al Capone allegedly made sixty million dollars in one year through
his 10,000 Chicago speakeasies - although whether he would have avoided a lengthy

Whilst pretty women, left,
were crusading for repeal, the
- um - less pretty women
(battleaxes?) of the WCTU
were campaigning just as
hard against. Mind you, with
the promise stated in the picture to the right, it probably
seemed an excellent reason to
sneak off to the local speakeasy for some illicit brainrotting hooch.
As the disastrous consequences of prohibition became all too clear, the political mood for
reform grew. The nettle was finally grasped by presidential hopeful Franklin Roosevelt,
who accepted his nomination as Democratic candidate with a pledge to overturn the 18th
Amendment. Within a month of taking the presidency, FDR saw through the 21st
Amendment; after ratification by the required three-quarters of states, the amendment
was finally adopted in December 1933.
FDR marked the end of 14 years of the “I think this would be a good
dry fiasco with suitably dry humour: “I time for a beer”
think this would be a good time for a
Franklin Roosevelt, 1933
beer.”
The legacy of prohibition lived on beyond 1933. Mississippi did not repeal prohibition
until 1966, and Kansas did not allow on-licenses (i.e. bar or tavern drinking) until 1987.
Even today, there are still hundreds of dry counties across the United States.
A more noticeable but less obvious result of prohibition was the enormous rise in the
bland beers which now dominate much of American drinking. The 21st Amendment,
welcome though it was, allowed a maximum strength of only 4%, killing many interesting beer styles and opening the door to
cheap lager style beers. Plus, only half of
the breweries closed by prohibition
opened up again following repeal, setting
a trend towards mergers similar to that
which so nearly wrecked the British
brewing scene.
Thankfully, the last 20 years or so have
seen a rejuvenation of brewing in both
Britain and the US, thanks largely to the
good old microbrewer!

M

And finally, for those of you who share a truly juvenile sense of humour, here are a couple of shop-front
pictures captured in the city of Wuhan, as featured in
the Cafe Brussels article of the previous issue. If it’s
not too late by now, people of an easily offended nature should look away!

Good Beer Guide 2009
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Challenge 21?

“No Sir, there is nothing
which has yet been contrived
by man by which so much
happiness is produced, as by
a good tavern or inn.”
Bloody hell, good stuff this –
oy, Boswell !! Get thee over
here and bring yer quill !
The Good Beer Guide is out now!
£14.99 from bookshops, or get your
copy from CAMRA branch meetings £11 for members, £12 for nonmembers.

Samuel Johnson, 1709 - 1784
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And finally …

ost beer lovers will be aware of the published guidelines regarding alcohol consumption. The NHS recommend that men should not regularly drink more than
three to four units per day, while for women the numbers reduce to two to three units per
day. So in short, about 21 units per week, with the proviso that you need to spread it out
over the week so as not to be a ‘binge drinker’ (six units in a session). All pretty miserable if you like your ale!
This said, the guidelines have been criticised for lacking a firm evidence base. It’s a commonly held belief that a certain amount of alcohol is good for you, and it’s simple common sense that too much alcohol will do you harm. But where does 21 units come from?
What’s the risk with 35 or 50 a week? Is 21 actually good for you? You might expect
that there would be a raft of evidence to back up the magical 21 figure, but if it’s around,
it doesn’t get much airtime from the NHS or the Royal College of Physicians.
Into the breach step Nottingham CAMRA, who have unearthed a paper published by the
British Medical Journal. Published in
1994, the study looked at 13,000 British male doctors over 13 years. They
were quizzed on drinking habits, and
based on death rates in the group, a
picture emerges of the effect of alcohol consumption.
The figure opposite shows two of the
key curves: mortality for all causes
(including alcohol related), and for
heart disease alone. Drawn against
units per week, it shows that the risk
of heart disease broadly decreases as
more alcohol is drunk, while the all
cause curve is U-shaped: risk decreases initially, and then increases. Minimum risk is around 20 units per week, while a
man drinking more than 60 units per week has approximately the same risk as teetotaller!
We need to be cautious of reading too much into
one study, but this work would suggest that 21 What exactly is a unit?
units a week should be a recommended value and It’s a metric measure - just multiply
not a limit! It also allows you - or men at least - to the volume in litres by the ABV. So a
make a slightly more informed choice regarding half litre of 5% beer would be 2.5
drinking habits. Stick with 21 for the best out- units. The usual rough and ready
come. Happy with the same risk as a teetotaller? measure is that a unit is a half pint of
low gravity (3.5%) beer, but as the
Then 50-60 units a week is probably okay.
majority of beers are above 3.5%, a
Remember that we all die of something - the im- typical pint is two-plus units, or three
portant thing is to enjoy life. Drink responsibly but in the case of a 5.3% ale.
don’t get obsessed with limits!
The article in full may be viewed at www.bmj.com/cgi/content/ full/309/6959/901.

1888 Atherstone Pub Crawl

F

ancy an 1888 pub crawl of Atherstone? No, 1888 isn’t a new brand of ‘premium’
lager for today’s yoof. Courtesy of Warwickshire Library and their first edition Ordnance Survey maps from 1888, you can get a glimpse of the pub scene in that year.
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Present day Atherstone is pretty well endowed with pubs anyway (16 in 2009, depending
on where you draw your boundaries), but in 1888, Long Street alone had 20! Let’s take a
virtual stroll along Long Street to start with. At the south east end, things start out fairly
unchanged. Your crawl would take in the Dolphin, Old Swan, Black Horse and Hat &
Beaver before arriving at the Haunch of Venison and then the Coach & Horses. Both of
these pubs stood in the space occupied by the present day council house car park.
You could then stagger on
to the White Horse, Red
Lion, and Three Tuns.
Then right next to the
Tuns was the Black Boy,
today absorbed into the
Tuns. Cross over for a
swift ’un in the Board (84
Long Street, today occupied by the Natural Nail
Care & Toolbox shops),
and then back over to the Blue Bell (now Aladdin’s Cave, no. 87). For many years the
Blue Bell was where the ball was thrown in (below) for the town’s annual Ball Game.
Continuing along on the same side as the Blue Bell,
you’d come to the Hand & Bottle (Atherstone Gallery,
81 Long Street), cheek-by-jowl with the Nelson
(Superdrug, no 79). Still on the same side was the
Druid’s Arms (where the Arcade now stands). Don’t
get run over by a horse & cart as you cross over Long
Street to the Brown Bear (First Choice Travel, no. 54)
and then continue on down to the George & Dragon
(Gold & Silver Investments, no. 38). Back to the future
briefly for the White Bear (aka Clock), and then right
next door for the Ram (Atherstone Library). Cross over
for a quick ‘un in the Wheat Sheaf before crossing back
over and heading down to the White Hart (Heritage Centre).
So while 9 pubs now occupy Long Street, an additional 11 were around in 1888, and 8 of
these occupied the now pub-free part between the Three Tuns and White Bear.
You’ve downed 20 virtual drinks so far - let’s complete the tour while you’re still with it!
Re-tracing our steps to the Market Place, along Church Street we find the New Swan on
the right, and then the Phoenix on the left (16 Church Street, no use at present). Further

1888 Atherstone Pub Crawl cont.
up on the left is the Angel (note the Market Hall, demolished in 1963). Then
cross over the Market Place to the
Vaults - not really a vanished pub as this
is now the Market Tavern. Head back
down Market Street to the Royal Oak
on the corner - the original building still
stands, partly occupied by Atherstone
Electrical.
The final round up sees us heading up
Coleshill Street to the Bulls Head (on
the corner with South Street, near the
Royal Mail Office), and then the Maid of
the Mill just past the canal. All in, a 27
pub crawl - so well done!
Notice any absentees? The 1888 maps
make no reference to the present day
White Lion and Lounge (Square & Compass) on Station Street, or the Barge &
Bridge (Westwood House) on Coleshill Road.
Also of interest is an Atherstone ‘Gazetteer of 1850’ (courtesy of Ray Buckler), listing
the following pubs which presumably had disappeared by the time of surveying for the
1888 maps:
 Barley Mow, Long Street
- location unknown
 Fox & Grapes, Long Street
- location unknown
 Holly Bush, Long Street
- location unknown
 Kings Arms, Long Street
- No. 75, based on 1888 location of Kings Arms Yard (now Every Occasion)
 Queens Head, Coleshill Street
- location uncertain but near Minions Wharf, forerunner of Barge & Bridge?
 Swan with Two Nicks, Long Street
- No. 59, again based on 1888 yard location (now UK Pizza & Kebab)
 Woolpack, Long Street
- where the present day Woolpack Way meets Long Street
There are also indications of a Woodman pub around 1900 on Station Street, on the present day Aldi car park.

S

o President Obama wins the Nobel Peace Prize! It’s in
grateful recognition of all the things that the Nobel
committee imagine he might possibly do … and for not
being George W. Bush.
Never one to ignore a bandwagon, here at Last Orders
we have awarded Obama the coveted “Pioneering Beer
Drinker and not being George W. Bush” award. The
prize is in recognition of all the wonderful craft brewed
beers that we imagine President Obama might possibly
drink at some
undefined time in the
future. The White House was so stunned by
the award that they couldn’t return our calls.
We should warn the Presidential security detail
that our opportunities for presenting this prestigious award are limited, although we could
possibly fit him in at Tamworth Beer Festival
next year if the beer judging finishes early
enough. Beware that there are generally
queues on the Friday night Mr President!

Beer, hops and dogs don’t mix
Last Orders 27, Dec/Jan 2010

Beer Electioneering

W

e all know that you shouldn’t give dogs beer –
because we don’t want them developing expensive
habits. (Don’t write in, I’m only joking!). Though remember the special canine Dutch beer from a couple of
years ago, Kwispelbier? Non alcoholic, it was made from
a blend of beef extract and malt, and was fit for human
consumption. And it was indeed an expensive habit, being four times the cost of Heineken – though I think I’d
prefer the Kwispelbier!
But on a more serious note, hops in their whole form can
prove a serious danger to dogs, according to a recent article in the US homebrewer’s mag Zymurgy. Hops, either
unused or spent, can trigger a condition known as malignant hyperthermia, whereby the animal undergoes a rapid
and sustained increase in internal body temperature, ultimately leading to organ failure if not treated quickly. The
death which results is reported to be both anxious and painful. Certain breeds such as
greyhounds are thought to be more susceptible to this hop toxicity.
Sounds a horrible way to go, so if you’re a brewer, or deal with hops either before or
after the brewing process, keep your hound away from them!

W
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Yes we can - or bottle or draft

ith a general election looming, we have a new approaching horror to cope with –
potential candidates accosting you in the street for your vote, or knocking on your
door. If you’re not lucky enough to be out of the house when they call, how should you
respond? If it’s the Hitler party, best just go and hide, but otherwise, set them on the back
foot by some of the following:
What will your party do regarding the alcohol tax escalator?
Crib notes: the present Government has promised to increase beer duty by 2% above
inflation for the next four years; it would be a useful source of income for an incoming
government also. It has been heralded as a means of tackling alcohol abuse, and yet
there seems little enthusiasm for minimum pricing (see below). The UK has nearly the
highest alcohol tax rates in Europe; do we really want to be at the top?
What can you promise in terms of minimum unit pricing for alcohol?
Crib notes: various lobby groups have recommended a minimum price
of around 50p per unit of alcohol (i.e. around £1 a pint), primarily to
tackle yoof binge drinking, and prevent supermarkets selling booze as
loss-leaders. Responsible, mature drinkers would be largely unaffected,
and the struggling pub trade would definitely benefit. Hard to see the
downsides, particularly given the hypocritical rhetoric about public
health. Both the prime minister and the opposition leadership have been
opposed, although attitudes may be changing.
Will your party do anything to prevent irresponsible alcohol promotion?
Crib notes: the Government were looking at ending promotions such
as unlimited booze for a set sum, free alcohol for women, and drinking
competitions. Both main parties are revisiting this, but they’ve a history of backing down to powerful industry lobby groups. We’ve seen
that public health isn’t that important unless there’s tax revenue in it!
Can you guarantee that Progressive Beer Duty will continue?
Crib notes: this is the 50% rate of excise duty for microbrewers, which
has allowed them to compete more fairly against the big players. This
lifeline has contributed to the flourishing craft beer scene that most of
us enjoy. Introduced by Labour, but vulnerable to any of the parties wanting – you’ve
guessed it – more tax revenue!
What will your party do to reduce the power of the pub companies?
Crib notes: Pub companies and indeed some of the larger breweries are known for unfair rents, unfair beer prices to tenants, and closure of pubs with cynical restrictive covenants which prevent re-use as a pub. It’s a tricky one, as
politicos of either stripe are expert in believing contradictory
ideas simultaneously, like George Orwell’s Doublethink. On
the one hand, they say that they can’t possibly interfere with
the “free market”, but at the same time they recognise that the
market is so dominated by big players that it’s nowhere near
being “free”.

Unbelievable Truths

Bottled beer for non-alcoholics

L

R

ast Orders doesn’t mind pushing boundaries, as well as the patience of its readers, so
here we go again – a review of a beer which is (a) non-alcoholic, and (b) lager!

Those of you who are still reading at this point will wonder why on earth I even bought a
bottle. And the horrible truth is, I bought two! Reason one is valid – I was in the zeroalcohol-driving-limit purgatory of Hungary, where non-alcoholic beers are common.
Reason two was for the sheer pleasure of giving a bottle of Buckler to Nuneaton
CAMRA stalwart Ray Buckler, thinking that the “non-alcoholic Buckler” would be the
Ying to Ray’s Yang. Reason three was for the purpose of further humiliating Ray in public by doing a Last Orders review!

“Carlsberg Special Brew was created for Winston Churchill”
Special Brew was originally brewed by the Danes for Winston Churchill. His visit to
Copenhagen in 1950 was commemorated with a ‘special’ brew produced in his honour.
Originally called V-øllet (V-Beer), the drink followed the Danish tradition of producing a
new beer to celebrate outstanding events such as a royal occasion or European coronation. Churchill’s favourite drink was cognac, so in brewing him a commemorative beer,
the brewers at Carlsberg created a stronger lager with cognac flavours among its tasting
notes. The brew was launched onto an unsuspecting public in 1952.

Procrastinating further, I do a quick trawl of the web. Turns out that Buckler is in fact a
Heineken product, and with typical Dutch flair, Heineken brew it at 40 breweries across
the globe, but don’t actually sell it in the Netherlands
– wise move guys! Another nail in its coffin is that
famous former lush George Dubya Bush drank Buckler during a meeting with his favourite Islington poodle, Tony Blair. Sounds like you would even be able
to take this along to AA meetings – I’ll have to get a
six-pack for the next one.
Promising myself a proper drink afterwards, I crack it
open. I don’t bother sniffing the cap – not that I ever
do – and glug it out. Nice golden colour, and a fairly
thin head. It’s got a vaguely pleasant aroma, gently
hoppy. Doesn’t taste too bad either – grain rather than
malt on the palate; a very light mouth-feel; perfect
carbonation, not gassy; and a gentle grainy-hoppy
finish. Overall, quite refreshing and not the ordeal I’d
been expecting. It wouldn’t be a discerning boozer’s
drink of choice, but if you have to drink low alcohol –
and you could probably drink this until the cows
come home and not get over the UK limit – then I
wouldn’t turn my nose up at this. I wonder if it’s too
late to get that bottle back off Ray?

“Germany is host to a unique species of flea that has been found only in
the environment of German beer mats”
We couldn’t find any independent verification of this, but hey, it’s the BBC.

“Saint Brigid of Kildare could turn her used bath water into beer”
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Before doing a review, it’s always best not to read the label blurb, in case it subliminally
influences your judgement. No danger of that here, as the back label is in the impenetrable gibberish of Hungarian. I didn’t pick up anything other than the strength of 0.5%
ABV – which, being pedantic, will surely put you over the driving limit if Hungary really
is a zero limit?
The front label bears the Latin inscription of Vincit Qui Se Vincit. Being an educated
chap – in that I can drive the Internet – I know this translates as “he conquers who conquers himself.” Presumably this refers to controlling or conquering your own weakness
for booze. My weakness is that I don’t really want to open this bottle, which is why I’m
taking so long studying the bloody labels, front and back.

adio 4’s The Unbelievable Truth comedy show threw up a number of – well – unbelievable ‘truths’ about beer:

Known as “the Mary of the Gael,” Brigid (born 457, died 525) founded the monastery of
Kildare and was known for spirituality, charity, and compassion. St. Brigid also was a
generous, beer-loving woman. She worked in a leper colony which found itself without
beer. “For when the lepers she nursed implored her for beer, and there was none to be
had, she changed the water, which was used for the bath, into an excellent beer, by the
sheer strength of her blessing and dealt it out to the thirsty in plenty.” Brigid is also said
to have changed her dirty bathwater into beer so that visiting clerics would have something to drink. I think I’ve tasted some of this in pubs here and there – many of the national brands (blands?) have clearly dedicated themselves to reproducing St. Brigid’s
achievements!
“Servants

of Henry VIII who made colleagues pregnant had to forego
beer for a month”
Among the regulations applying to Officers of the Bedchamber at the court of Henry
VIII was “such pages as cause maids of the household to become mothers shall go without beer for a month.” Sounds quite a serious threat – it might even have some bargaining power nowadays!

“In 1814, the London Beer Flood destroyed two houses and killed nine
people”
A huge 600,000 litre tank of beer in a Tottenham Court Road brewery ruptured, causing
other vats in the same building to succumb in a domino effect. 1,500,000 litres of beer
created a giant wave which crashed through the building’s 25ft brick wall. While eight
people drowned, one person reportedly died of alcohol poisoning the next day. Over a
hundred people scavenged the beer using pots and pans, and some people even stopped
to lap up the beer from the gutters.

F

or those of a delicate nature, please turn the page now. For those with a more robust
disposition, by reading on you may learn something you didn’t want to know.
Which brings us to our topic. The Füchschen in Düsseldorf is a pleasant and congenial
brewpub, serving fine Alt beers and excellent food. So it was a bit surprising to spot the
facility, pictured below, in the gentleman’s toilets. What does this picture show?
It certainly isn’t for washing your hands. And it’s neither toilet nor bidet. In short, it’s not
for number ones or number twos, but number threes – throwing your guts up! When your
German gent of discernment has decided that he simply cannot drink any more, and neither can he break the laws of physics, then off he trots to decorate this device. It’s obviously a fact of life that a tiny number of people will puke up
when on the booze, but it seems a piece of relentless Teutonic
logic to decide that, therefore, you will have a place for vomiting. Particularly in a reasonably upmarket, adult place like the
Füchschen.
Sad to say, such bits of specialised porcelain are found elsewhere in Germany, particularly in Bavarian beer garden toilets.
The full monty jobs include gripping handles to either side, so
that you can really get down to business. If the Germans had a
sense of humour, these places would bear the message of
“Please drink responsibly.”

Small Beer
Last Orders 34, Feb/Mar 2011

Coalition Booze Politics

G

ermany is of course a great beer drinking nation, and its countrymen hold
beer in high regard. In fits of overstatement, they will sometimes claim to
have drank it from the Kinderflasche or baby’s bottle.
They certainly start ’em young in Bavaria, as evidenced by the pictures of this
charming tot, taken in the Löwenbräu brewery tap in Buttenheim (not to be confused with the massive Löwenbräu of Munich). Not only have his parents
brought him to a classic
brewery tap, but they have
also got him drinking from
a Kinderstein!
All three of the kids had
mini steins – this is no
place for plastic beakers!
Their beer-loving parents
were keen to point out that
it was only pop in the vessels, but we’ve only got
their word for it!

W
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Too Much Information

e’ve got vaguely used to Coalition Government, and it’s been sobering to note
that the last times we had them in the UK were in times of national crisis – that of
Lloyd George in the First World War, and that of the Great Depression/Second World
War, most famously headed up by Churchill. These two wartime leaders had significantly different views on alcohol.
David Lloyd George, the last Liberal PM,
was devoutly evangelical and well known
for his temperance views. He famously
said “We are fighting Germany, Austria
and Drink, and as far as I can see, the
greatest of these three deadly foes is
Drink.” Overstating the case a tad? Lloyd
George is sometimes falsely credited with
the wartime reforms of licensing hours
which saw pubs having to close at 11pm – viewed as drastic! – but in fact they preceded
his premiership by two years.
While Lloyd George rated booze as a greater threat than the Kaiser’s spiky helmeted
wurst-munchers, Churchill was altogether more acquainted with life’s vices. Often toting
a cigar in photographs, he was rarely captured with a drink, but was well known for his
enjoyment of alcohol. One famous habit involved drinking very weak whisky-and-water
throughout the day, which (in his own words) he picked up as a young man in India and
South Africa: the water being unfit to drink, one had to add whisky and, “by dint of careful application, I learned to like it.”
The Churchill-as-boozer image is best exemplified by the famous exchange with MP
Bessie Braddock: “Sir Winston, you are drunk!”. “Yes, and you madam, are ugly. But in
the morning, I shall be sober.” Superb repartee, and hardly the response of a boozefuddled mind. And while Lloyd George could only see the evils of alcohol, Churchill
stated the benefits eloquently with “I have taken more out of alcohol than alcohol has
taken out of me.”
One of Churchill’s unremarked strengths – contrasting strongly with the mind-set of
Lloyd George – was his recognition of the importance of basic pleasures, for both civilian and military alike. Beer supplies were short throughout the course of the war, and
arguably a diversion of resources when the
nation was being asked to “Dig for Victory.” But the morale-raising aspects of
pub-going and alcohol were not viewed as
a working class evil which needed to be
suppressed.
Let’s hope that our current coalition Government will see the sense of preserving
community resources such as pubs in the
austere times ahead!

USA leads the way

The Bells of Binche

D

A

merica was once a haven for the world’s worst
beers – and arguably it still is – but it now boasts a
host of superb breweries, most offering a range of styles
that are hard to equal. Nearly 1600 breweries operated
in 2010, far more than the beer heaven of Germany.
So the USA leads the way in terms of beer. But – America being the place it is – it also leads the way in terms
of wacky alcohol laws. Here are some of the more bizarre examples from the land of “freedom”
Drinkers in Arizona or Massachusetts may not have more than two drinks in front of
them at any time. Goodbye the sample tray then.
Florida shops selling beer must sell either 2 pints or less, or more than a gallon. And despite 22oz being a standard beer bottle size in the rest of America, that size cannot legally
be sold in Florida.
Grocery stores in Indiana may sell warm but not cold beer – forget instant gratification. It
is also illegal for liquor stores to sell milk or cold soft drinks.

Drinking from cans in public places is legal in Louisiana – as long as the packaging is
concealed. In short, container nudity is banned.
In Maine and Montana, it is illegal – with a fine of up to $500 – to remove or destroy the
label on a beer cask.
In Minnesota, it is specifically legal to be drunk in public.
Missourians over 21 may manufacture up to 100 gallons of any liquor per year for personal use. And beers in Missouri up to 3.2% are classed as non-intoxicating. But despite
this relaxed attitude to booze, it is illegal for under-21s to handle household waste bags
containing even one empty alcohol container.
In New Hampshire, you cannot be served alcohol when standing up.
In South Dakota, underage possession of alcohol is legal – as long as it is for specified
religious, educational or medicinal purposes.
When buying beer at a shop in Pennsylvania, you must buy in multiples of 24 bottles.
In Utah, beers of more than 4% must be bought in a state liquor store, and draught beer
of 4% or less was banned in Utah until 2009.
In Virginia, if the driver of a car is nicked for drunken-driving, then a drunken passenger
can face the same penalties as the driver.
Although the US has no completely ‘dry’ states, three states – Kansas, Mississippi, and
Tennessee – are dry by default: counties must specifically authorize the sale of booze in
order for it to be legal.
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It is illegal – punishable by up to 5 years in jail – to send alcohol to someone as a gift in
Kentucky.

epending on your viewpoint, Morris Dancers are
either a unique English tradition to be treasured, or
a bunch of nutty lords-a-leaping who might benefit from
a programme of therapy.
To see that Belgians can be equally eccentric, one of the
many places you can go to is Binche, for the Soumonce
in February. This can only be described as a massive
clog-stomp fest. Participants form a thronging mass and
clomp along the cobbled streets at a
snail’s pace. Thumping drums, rattling clogs and jangling bells assault
the senses.
The get-up of participants involves
clogs, a bunch of twigs to flourish,
and a fuzzy belt of red-and-yellow
wool, hung with jangling bells, pictured right. When the clonking parade pauses to dive into the closest
bar – a frequent occurrence for some
reason – then the tinkle of bells is
enough to drown out conversation.
In any case, Soumonce is merely a prelude to the major madness of Binche, the carnival
which follows six weeks later. The main characters are the Gilles, the scary-funny clownlike figures who feature on the bottle labels of the town’s brewery, La Binchoise, below.
The Gilles also wield a bunch of twigs, allegedly to ward off evil spirits.
Tiring of the chaos and bustle of Soumonce on a February visit to Binche, I headed off
from the market square to the Binchoise brewery tap. Just outside the historic town ramparts, a visit here is well worthwhile. The main bar is in a cosy brick-lined cellar, awash
with enamelled beer signs. Not surprisingly, it’s an ideal place to try the beers. Four are
on draught – au fût – and there is a wide range of bottled beers. These included their new
range of organic beers – Brune, Tripel
and Miel in champagne corked bottles
– and a very posh 75cl bottle of XO, a
beer aged with vintage brandy and
coming in at 15€ a bottle.
The place was so quiet due to Soumonce that the friendly barman gave
me a quick tour of the brewery above,
including the sight of an array of
wooden casks conditioning with the
addition of an un-named whisky.
Maybe a return visit is required!

Images of Temperance

I

t’s always nice to get feedback from beer drinkers. Campaigning for CAMRA is a
largely unsung activity, so it’s comforting to get those letters of praise which make it
all worthwhile. The following fragment of a thoughtful email was received from a
Richard Arnold, so thanks for the praise Richard!
“I always suspected CAMRA was a bogus organisation which makes money out of
suckers, now I know its true. If the <Name deleted> is your pub of the year because of its
beer, you tossers know as much about beer as I know about nuclear physics. How much
did the <Name deleted> bung somebody to get nominated as pub of the year?”
“Well Richard old boy, where to start? Here at CAMRA, we’re so used to making money
from big kickbacks from pubs that we’re drinking more champagne than the bankers. All
we do is feather our own nests by drawing gullible punters – like yourself – into crap
pubs with rubbish beer. We do it for a living!”
The truth is of course quite different. CAMRA has a small professional HQ at St Albans,
but the rest of us are unpaid volunteers. We have a genuine passion for promoting good
pubs and good beer. We get no monetary reward for our efforts, and indeed, expect none.
Constructive criticism is fine, but petulant and childish abuse is plain silly. In this
particular case, the complainant thought it easier to rant facelessly to a third party rather
than talk directly to the pub staff. If you get sub-standard beer anywhere, by all means let
us know, but do take it up first with the people who have served it to you!
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Drunkard’s Cloak

I

t’s an era where chavvy male fashion dictates that you need to lower the beltline so
that your grubby underpants are visible – in the best case. In the worst stomachturning cases, that hairy bum crack is exposed as though it’s a classical Greek carving. It
is of course just an arsehole, like the impressionable yoof displaying it. The lowered
crotch also looks rather akin to a baby’s nappy hanging down. Is it really that cool to
look like you’ve just soiled yourself? In the spirit of preying on stupidity, let’s suggest
the next hot fashion, a real retro-revival.
Apparently, a punishment for debauchery in the
17th century was the ‘Drunkard’s Cloak’, as pictured right. The miscreant was placed in this mobile stocks, and made to “march to the view of all
beholders.” The clear aim of the punishment was
to humiliate the drunk by making them look
completely and utterly ridiculous.
The yoof pictured right are clearly gagging for a
piece of the action, so expect this to hit the
streets once showing your arse in an ill-fitting
nappy goes out of fashion. When it happens,
don’t forget we predicted it here first!
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Consumers Corner

The ravishing Carry Amelia Nation,
battleaxe babe of the temperance
movement. Known for using a
hatchet in saloon wrecking, because
“you can only use a stone once”

One of Carry Nation’s biggest fans.
Al Capone might have ended his
days in Alcatraz, but benefitted from
the law of unintended consequences,
growing rich in the bootleg bonanza
of prohibition

In these cash-strapped times, we can
maybe learn something from this
Prohibition era sign. There again,
who needs shoes?

If a mad-looking nutter with mental
eyes and wielding a bloody great
knife asks you this question then we
suggest that you go along with
anything he says

Draught Master

Triple A Rated

C
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ome October, the eyes of the world will be focussed on Buenos Aires in Argentina.
Or maybe not. In a piece of one of the world’s finest examples of advertising bullshite, Stella Artois will be hosting their ‘World Draught Master Global Final’. Put in less
hyperbolic language, this is simply a competition to find the bartender who can perform
the magic of serving up a Tortoise and giving you the impression that it will be worth
drinking – clearly a tough challenge.

ou wait ages for a Patron Saint to turn up, and then three turn up at once! Brewers
have no fewer than three patron saints, and to make matters more spooky, they all
have names beginning with A. A for Ale?
First off the blocks was Saint Arnulf (born 582, died 640).
Confusingly – as we’ll see in a bit – he is known as St Arnold
in English. Born in Metz in what is now present day France,
he rose to become Bishop of Metz (right). He retired to a
remote monastery and was buried there on his death. But
why the saint bit? Turns out the citizens of Metz wanted him
buried there, so he was exhumed and they undertook a long
dusty trek to carry his body home. Half way, thirsty and exhausted, they prayed for the “blessed Arnold to bring us what
we lack.” They were granted a bottomless pot of beer, which
legend says they were still drinking after they got back to
Metz. Instant canonisation fodder!

To be a Tortoise Master, AB InBev demands four laughably pretentious stages:
The Purification: use a clean and rinsed branded glass. A clean glass? Already beyond
the average flea-pit which specialises in Tortoise.
The Liquid Alchemy Begins: hold the glass just under the tap without touching it at a
45° angle. That’s right, alchemy! Cheap raw ingredients magically transformed into an
expensively bland fizzy drink.
The Skim: when the head overflows the side of the glass, smooth it with a foam cutter.
Yep, more continental nonsense, interfering with the beer using a grubby old knife because you can’t be arsed to pour it properly.

AB InBev clearly has some well-paid advertising agency execs on their side. After all,
this is the crew that persuaded chavs to go for “reassuringly expensive” Tortoise. We’ve
no doubt that the marketeers sweated long and hard over this latest facile farce, sustained
only by long expense-account lunches. But they’ve surely missed a few steps?
The Extraction: grab the cash off the Tortoise drinker while he’s still mesmerised by the
logo on the glass. And when he winces at the price, remind him that coasters – a clean
one too pal! – don’t grow on trees.
The Disbubblification: icy chunder fluid packed to the brim with carbon dioxide hits the
nice warm stomach, and bio-physics takes over. The pleasure of stinging, sickly belches
is your new companion!
The Disappointment: the growing realisation that you’re drinking something which is
almost, but not entirely, exactly unlike beer. But hey, the adverts were great!
The Liquid Alchemy Ends: your kidneys, encountering something more akin to what
they normally send off to the bladder, make rapid work of turning gnat’s piss into the
real thing.
The Wife Beating Begins: poor old Tortoise certainly does have this image – that bit
too strong for the yoof to handle, leading to the sort of behaviour which gives all beer a
bad name.
But – there’s worse to come from the pretentious gang at InBev, with the release of Stella
Cidre. It’s not exactly novel – foreign cider with a daft name, and the recommendation to
serve it on ice. Please would the gullible and impressionable take a step forward!
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The Bestowal: present the beer on a clean coaster with the logo facing the consumer. Or
just dump it on the counter any old how in the usual charmless manner.

Next up in the same era is Saint Amand (584-675), a missionary bishop who converted the pagan inhabitants of Ghent
to Roman Catholicism, and then continued the evangelising
roadshow in Maastricht, Liege, Tournai and Nivelles. Sadly
no booze-related miracles for his sainthood, but he’s got a lot
to be getting on with, as he is patron saint for “brewers, innkeepers, bartenders, hop growers and Boy Scouts.” Amand is
shown left, allegedly with a serpent, though it looks more
like a griffin to me! Apparently one party piece was getting
snakes to bugger off by praying for them to move underground.
From a later era altogether is
our second Arnold, Saint Arnold of Soissons (1040-1087).
He’s another multi-tasker, with
hop pickers and brewers under
his wing. Started out as a bit of a shirker. Spent three years
as a hermit, then rose to become abbot of a monastery in
Soissons, France – though legend has it he scarpered because he didn’t want the job, returning only because he was
forced to by a wolf, you know how it is. But Arny was at
least hands-on, turning his hand to brewing beer in the
monastery (Abbot?), and encouraging the local peasants to
drink beer instead of water, due to its “gift of health,” not a
line you hear modern health experts trotting out. The
stained glass of Arny (right) is claimed to show him with a
mashing rake in his left hand.

Positive Spin For Christmas

T
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The original name of crown cork came from inventor William Painter, an Irishman who
emigrated to the US, and took out the US patent in 1892. You won’t be surprised to hear
that he quickly followed up with a patent for the bottle opener! Amongst his 80-plus
other patents was an ejector seat for passenger trains!

What causes this calamitous spinning of the room? It’s a condition called ‘positional
alcohol nystagmus’ (see, e.g. Wikipedia for the technical stuff). The effect is entirely
beneficial when we’re sober; it’s normally triggered when the inner ear detects rotation
of the head, leading to an eye reflex which helps maintain stable vision as you turn your
head.

Painter’s original patent had twenty four points. Quite why is not specified, but it is generally accepted that the number of points is a compromise – large numbers allow greater
circularity and hence a tight seal, but too many will reduce the
area of metal in contact with the glass neck.
The Germans, already having defined uniformity of beer content
with the Reinheitsgebot, decided in the 1960s that they’d enforce
a DIN standard for crown caps, coming up with the current worldwide standard of twenty one. This allegedly is the smallest number required to prevent leaks. Now you know!

Uniformly Substandard Beer
Last Orders 41, Apr/May 2012

ll but the saintliest of us will know the aftermath of a heavy night on the booze,
those ghastly hangovers approaching a near-death experience. Thumping headache,
raging thirst, nausea, wobbly limbs. But if you’re doubly unlucky, you’ll also have experienced the room spinning before you go to sleep. In one case – according to a friend’s
account – the need to hold onto the bed to avoid falling out!

he crown cap – or crown cork to quote its historical name – is a familiar friend to
drinkers in every beer-drinking country in the world. But I bet there are a tiny minority who can confidently answer this question: how many points or teeth does a crown
cap have? If you don’t look at the mantelpiece when you’re poking the fire, then you
won’t be counting up the points when you could be getting stuck into the beer! The answer, in case you want to mull it over, is at the end.

U

SB flash drives (memory sticks) can be remarkably robust things, at least if you
buy at the higher end of the market. I was once distraught to find that mine had
gone through a full cycle of the washing machine, but hey presto, plug it in and away you
go, business as normal. I’m not recommending that you try it at home though!
However, a company in America – where else? – has decided that permanent immersion
of your memory stick is a good thing. And what better fluid than beer? Or at least the
urine-coloured, and usually urine-flavoured, stuff that passes for beer in the States. While
some computers are water-cooled, a memory stick doesn’t chuck out enough heat to need
beer-cooling! Quite why this was thought to be a good idea or even a market winner is
anyone’s guess. And quite who would want to buy one is another matter.
Don’t drink the contents. Disappointment would
soon kick in, as closer inspection of the blurb
reveals that it’s filled with imitation beer
and foam. Which probably
explains why the biggest uptake has been
by imitation beer
manufacturer Budweiser!

It all goes pear-shaped when your body is well dosed
with alcohol, because the fluids surrounding your inner
ear change in density. The semicircular canals then
pick up the effect of gravity – something they don’t do
when we’re sober – and your brain is tricked into thinking that your head is turning. The reflex then causes
your eyes to turn slowly in one direction, periodically
flicking back to the centre. Result: that nauseous spinning sensation!
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To Cap It All Off

The good news – if you can call it such – is that the effect kicks in at a blood-alcohol
level of around 4.0mg/ml (compared say
to the drink-driving limit of 0.8mg/ml).
So you really do need to have had a
skinful to trigger it! Stay away from
these dangerous levels – good practice
anyway! – and you’ll be okay.
The phenomenon is related to the fact
that alcohol has a lower density than
water. Logically enough, if you drink a
substance with a higher density than
water, then the effect is reversed – your
eyes spin in the opposite direction! Scientists working on space sickness
proved this by getting volunteers to
drink deuterium oxide – heavy water.
So a solution is at hand – mix your
drinks with heavy water to cancel out
the effect! Though with deuterium oxide
coming in at about £500 a litre, it might
lead to some exceptionally expensive
pints ...

A Pint or a Chopin? Binary Booze

Good Beer Guide Then & Now

I

T

t’s hard to believe that the Good Beer Guide has been going for over 40 years now. It was
first published in 1972, but at that point was really just a work-in-progress: 18 stapled
pages, mailed out to members of what was then called the ‘Campaign for Revitalisation of
Ale.’ Members and the public had to wait until 1974 for a professionally published version,
and even that listed only 1,500 pubs, acknowledging in the preface that coverage in many
towns was inadequate.

he British have always been a contrary race, and nowhere more so than in the pub,
where we cling firmly to our pint. None of this continental litre nonsense for us,
thank you very much! We’ve rejected metric measures, in a typically British “sort of”
way; while packets and containers will mention grams and millilitres, we’ll look for the
good old-fashioned fluid ounces and pints, pounds and ounces. And even a euro-ditherer
like David Cameron could commit himself to saying that the mile will always rule over
le kilomètre.

Metric measures are essentially a “base 10” or decimal system, using factors of 10, 100,
1000 and so on, to fit in with our everyday way of representing and manipulating numbers. But for a sense of what has been lost with metrication, you only need to look at the
old names used for the various liquid measures, in the table below. As you can see, it was
based on a system of continually doubling each successive measure. In other words, it’s a
“base 2” system. That’s right: booze is binary! Computers may think in binary, but wine
and beer vendors of old (around the 17th century) were essentially doing the same thing.
What’s also interesting from the table is
that while some terms are very much still
with us, others have disappeared or are so
archaic that they mean nothing to us. If
Peter Piper picked a peck of pepper, then
it’s apparent (table right) that he must have
had his work cut out! And when we see a
pub called the Three Tuns, we just think of
three casks, but if you work it out, three
tuns actually equates to 96 standard casks
(i.e. firkins). That’s not a pub, that’s a fairly
major beer festival!

measure
2 gills
2 chopins
2 pints
2 quarts
2 pottles
2 gallons
2 pecks
2 demibushels
2 firkins
2 kilderkins
2 barrels
2 hogsheads
2 pipes

gills
= 1 chopin
= 1 pint
= 1 quart
= 1 pottle
= 1 gallon
= 1 peck
= 1 demibushel (pin)
= 1 bushel (firkin)
= 1 kilderkin
= 1 barrel
= 1 hogshead
= 1 pipe (butt)
= 1 tun

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(210)
(211)
(212)
(213)

Still, there’s clearly a comic potential,
though it’s probably not a good idea to say
“I’ve only had a couple of pottles, officer.”
If you dare to ask for a chopin of beer next time you visit your local, then I commend
you. And if you get served a half in return, then it can only be because the barman has
read this article!
The straightforward scheme above changed around the 17th/18th century, when a firkin
became the 9-gallon container that we are familiar with today (not 8 gallons as the table
suggests). There was still doubling (a kilderkin became 18 gallons and a barrel 36), but
the hogshead was then redefined to be 54 gallons, i.e. 1½ barrels.
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One old measure which has however bitten the dust is the gill: five fluid ounces or a
quarter-pint. The standard way of serving spirits in pubs used to be based on the gill or a
fraction of it, commonly one-sixth of a gill. Now of course the legal standard is 25ml or
35ml, presumably to offer a whole number of measures from a 700ml bottle. It is mildly
ironic that the two new measures are both larger than a sixth-gill (24ml); statute forcing
us to drink more!

A splendid illustration of this was
provided by Birmingham, which at
that time was still viewed as part of
Warwickshire (the West Midlands
came into existence as the Guide
was published), and Brum merited
just a single entry in it, opposite!
Even Coventry fared no better,
with just the one. Admittedly,
Brum was pretty dire in those days
of M&B hegemony – just think
how much things have changed
since in our second city. Cynics
meanwhile may say that Cov is still
pretty much the same!
That first proper edition of the
Guide carried the advert below for What’s Brewing, showing how long our national mag has
been going. The advert is mildly amusing – if you’re not a member, send £1 to CAMRA. We
won’t say what you’ll get for that, just send a quid anyway! In fact that was the annual membership cost in those days, when CAMRA was clearly just run from somebody’s home!
Any surprises in that 1974 Good Beer Guide as far as our area is concerned? Not much for
sure, as our branch area is largely unrepresented. Our northern-most
chunk of Warwickshire doesn’t get a mention, and nor does our part
of the West Midlands. Nowt for Tamworth either, but interestingly
enough the Gate at Amington gets a mention and is also in the new
GBG. Also worthy of note is our Lichfield Horse & Jockey, which
features both now and then despite having suffered a spell as a yoof
bar in the intervening years!
Well, this history is all very interesting, but it
won’t help you drink good beer in the present day!
Instead, you need to buy a copy of the latest GBG,
£10 online to members, £12.99 for non members.
We recommend you buy it online at
www.camra.org.uk
rather than from those tax-dodging parasites at
Amazon, but it’s your call!

s it worth coughing up £15 for two glasses to drink your beer from? Specialist glass maker
Spiegelau of Germany would have you believe that it is. And it’s not just for any old beer,
but solely for India Pale Ales.
The Spiegelau IPA glass, pictured right, is certainly a novel shape – a
tulip-shaped upper, with a ribbed tubular lower portion. If you are familiar with Steve Bell’s suitably cruel cartoon representations of David
Cameron – wearing a condom on his head – then you might think that
the glass is how the johnny might look after our esteemed PM has taken
it off.
Leave that horrible – if perversely pleasing – image aside and let’s consider whether the beer will taste better from this wriggly vessel.
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With the overblown rhetoric employed by Americans, one Stateside
brewer has described the glass as an ‘olfactory cannon.’ No, you won’t
look like a mediaeval playboy after syphilis has destroyed your nose, it
just means that the glass shape will optimally deliver the hop aromas to
your conk. The waffle has it that this is enhanced by the lower ribbed
portion – as you drink and tilt the glass back and forth, the ribbing agitates the beer to throw off the hop volatiles.
It all needs testing out. Not that that will happen unless
some kind soul buys us a pair of glasses and a nice sixpack of US IPA. Come on, it’s nearly Christmas!
Or maybe we should draw inspiration from the less
pretentious end of the high quality market. The Revelation Cat brewery makes some superbly hoppy beers, but
serves them up in screw-top jam jars, as pictured below.
To quote their words, “don’t dress [beers] up in an expensive, stuck-up and sophisticated veil!”
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Go To The Top Of The Glass

There are certain words or phrases that you probably shouldn’t Google. In my professional
life before Safe Search, I would certainly have risked dismissal had I followed up some of
the links from searching on “hot strip mill.” Here’s another that innocent beer geeks might
wish to steer clear of, at work at least: Muckefuck. It’s occasionally spotted throughout Germany, at bars and cafes, such as that below from Bonn; sometimes there’s a variant of
Muckefuk. After the schoolboy giggles have subsided,
you will either – depending on your temperament –
walk quickly away, or stealthily sneak in.
Breath easy! The dirty-mac brigade will be disappointed, as the word simply means ersatz or false
coffee, supposedly derived from the French mocca
faux. Usually a barley malt concoction (maybe not too dissimilar to Ovaltine), it’s worth
remembering that towards the end of World War II, the Germans ended up drinking ersatz
coffee made from dandelion roots. So in many ways, not that appealing a name for a bar!

Did you know that the barleycorn was a unit
of length which pre-dates the inch? It dates
from Anglo-Saxon times, and it was not
until 1066 that one inch was taken to be
equal to 3 barleycorns. This did not become
legally defined until 1324, when a statute of
Edward II defined an inch as “three grains
of barley, dry and round, placed end to end,
lengthwise.” Even then, the inch was not
dominant, with a law dictionary of 1843
defining the barleycorn the base unit from
which all other measures were derived!

That’s all Folks!
If this has whetted your appetite for more, then see the
back issue archive on the website:
www.LSTCamra.org.uk/newsarchive.htm

